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The paradigm of metals has undergone a revision and diversification from the viewpoint of topology. Non-Hermitian nodal knot metals (NKMs) constitute a class of matter without Hermitian
analog, where the intricate structure of complex-valued energy bands gives rise to knotted lines of
exceptional points and new topological surface state phenomena. We introduce a formalism that
connects the algebraic, geometric, and topological aspects of these surface states with their underlying parent knots, and complement our results by an optimized constructive ansatz that provides
tight-binding models for non-Hermitian NKMs of arbitrary knot complexity and minimal hybridization range. In particular, we identify the surface state boundaries as “tidal” intersections of the
complex band structure in a marine landscape analogy. We further find these tidal surface states to
be intimately connected to the band vorticity and the layer structure of their dual Seifert surface,
and as such provide a fingerprint for non-Hermitian NKMs.

Introduction – Since the early days of a quantum theory
of metals, surface states have been appreciated as fundamental phenomena arising from the surface terminations
experienced by electronic waves [1]. With the advent
of topological nodal semimetals [2–4], not only geometry but also bulk topology has emerged as a source for
metallic surface states, linking bulk topology and surface
state profile [5]. Non-Hermiticity has been appearing as
yet another level of differentiation and complexity that
intertwines topology and metallicity for not just quantum electrons, but also classical analogs. In those contexts, metallicity refers not to a Fermi surface intersection, but essentially embodies the antithesis of a band
insulator, i.e. the absence of spectral gaps [6] Besides
PT-symmetric systems with real eigenspectrum due to
balanced gain and loss [7], non-Hermiticity, in combination with topology and surface terminations, has been
recently shown to unfold a rich scope of experimentally
robust phenomena far beyond mere dissipation [8–21].
One active arena particularly fueled by analyzing nonHermiticity is the quest for exotic phases in nodal knot
metals [22–24] (NKMs), whose intricate knotted topology [25, 26] in 3D transcends traditional Z and Z2 classifications [27]. Non-Hermiticity lifts the requirement
of sublattice symmetry, leading to more robust NKMs
which, as we will show, can also be practically realized
due to rather short-ranged couplings. Yet, despite their
principal appeal, key aspects of non-Hermitian NKMs
remain poorly understood. Specifically, no systematic
understanding of the shape, location, and topology of
non-Hermitian NKM surface state regions currently exists beyond isolated numerical results [24, 28, 29]. This
conceptual gap has endured until today, because non-

Hermiticity modifies the topological bulk-boundary correspondence in subtle complex-analytic ways, which so
far have not been studied beyond 1D [30–38].
In this work, we devise a comprehensive formalism that
relates surface states of non-Hermitian NKMs to their
Seifert surface (knot) topology, complex geometry, vorticity, and other bulk properties. Each of these properties have separately aroused much interest: Knot topology concerns the innumerable distinct configurations of
knots, so intricate that they cannot be unambiguously
classified by any single topological invariant; the complex analytic structure of bandstructures have led to various non-Hermitian symmetry classifications which are
also augmented by the non-Hermitian skin effect; and
half-integer vorticity underscores the double-valuedness
around exceptional points.
Unlike previous works [28, 29, 39], we shall be primarily
concerned with non-Hermitian NKMs not perturbatively
connected to known Hermitian analogs. Despite their
sophistication, these NKMs exhibit short-ranged tightbinding representations potentially realizable in disordered semimetals and non-reciprocal electrical or photonic circuits [40–49]. In particular, we illustrate how
the topological tidal surface states can be mapped out
as topolectrical resonances in non-Hermitian circuit realizations, based on recent experimental demonstrations
involving analogous 1D circuit arrays [47].
Core to our formalism is the interpretation of nonHermitian pumping as a “tidal” movement in a marine landscape analogy of the complex band structure.
In this picture, familiar Hermitian NKM topological
“drumhead” regions [50] become special cases of generic
“tidal” islands that determine the surface state regions
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in both Hermitian and non-Hermitian cases. In particular, we present a direct link between the 2D surface tidal
states and the Seifert surface bounding a 3D dual NKM,
which encapsulates full nodal topological information.
The tidal island topology (connectedness) corresponds directly to the layer structure of its dual Seifert surface. Interestingly, the interplay between surface-projected nodal
loops (NLs) and the tidal regions also constrain the vorticity and hence the spectral cobordism[51] along particular brillouin zone (BZ) paths. Evidently, all these phenomena do not exist in 1D or 2D non-Hermitian systems,
and thus illustrate deep connections between topological protection and non-Hermitian pumping that manifest
only in higher dimensions.
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RESULTS
Models for non-Hermitian NKMs

We first introduce an ansatz for NKMs representing
the important class of (p, q)-torus knots. These knots are
isomorphic to closed braids with p strands each twisting
q times around a torus, with GCD(p, q) linked loops [46,
52–54], and encompasses many common knots like the
Hopf-link and the Trefoil knot. Despite their seeming
geometric and topological complexity, we shall see that
the enlarged set of non-Hermitian coefficients allows for
rather local implementations of these nodal structures.
A minimal nodal Hamiltonian consists of two bands:

FIG. 1: Comparison of the Hopf link (p=q=2) and Trefoil knot
(p=2, q=3) NKMs with m=2. The tight-binding implementation [55] shows the enhanced short-rangedness of the non-Hermitian
vs. the Hermitian model. The surface state projections highlight
the difference between the usual “drumhead” regions demarcated
by the surface projections (blue dashed curves) of the bulk nodal
lines (red) for the Hermitian case vs. the non-Hermitian topological
“tidal” states (yellow).

Topological (tidal) surface states

H(k) = hx (k)σx + hy (k)σy + hz (k)σz = h(k) · σ, (1)
where k ∈ T3 . Nodes (gap closures) occur when h2x +
h2y + h2z = |Re h|2 − |Im h|2 + 2i Re h · Im h = 0, which
is equivalent to the two conditions |Re h| = |Im h| and
Re h · Im h = 0. Thus, nodal loops generically exist in
3D as as long as H(k) is non-Hermitian (Im h 6= 0). Inspired by constructions of Hermitian NKMs, we employ
the ansatz [55]

p=2i, q=2j
 (2µi , 2wj , 0),
p=2i, q=2j + 1
,
h= (2µi , wj + wj+1 , γ),
 i
(µ + µi+1 , wj + wj+1 , γ), p=2i + 1, q=2j + 1,
(2)
where γ ≈ i is empirically tuned to ensure the desired
crossings, and
µ(k)=sin k3 + i(cos k1 + cos k2 + cos k3 − m),
w(k)=sin k1 + i sin k2 ,

1.5<m<2.5.

, (3)

the range of m also empirically constrained to prevent
the appearance of extraneous solutions not belonging to
any knot. Due to the freedom in having complex components in h(k), Eq.
 2 contains hybridizations across at
most max ⌈ p2 ⌉, ⌈ 2q ⌉ unit cells, approximately half of the
max(p, q) unit cell range of their Hermitian counterparts
(Fig. 1) [22, 23, 56, 57].

Our non-Hermitian NKMs exhibit topological surface
state regions not bounded by surface projections of the
bulk NLs (“drumhead” boundaries). Rather, they are
shaped like “tidal” regions (Fig. 1), a nomenclature which
will be elucidated shortly. This is unlike usual Hermitian nodal structures, where the drumhead surface
states are so-named because they are bounded by surface projections of the bulk NLs. The underlying reason is that as we move from periodic to open boundary conditions (PBCs to OBCs), the effective perpendicular couplings are generically asymmetric, causing
macroscopically many eigenstates, including former bulk
states, to accumulate at the boundaries and form “skin”
states [31, 32, 58]. As such, it is the gap closures of the
skin states, not bulk states, that determine topological
phase boundaries. While the skin effect per se has been
well-studied in 1D, the beautiful relations of its boundary
states with vorticity, complex band structure and Seifert
surfaces in a higher-dimensional nodal setting are what
we intend to uncover in this work.
Consider a surface normal n̂, and define normal and
parallel momentum components k⊥ and kk =k − k⊥ n̂.
The existence of topological surface states depend on the
off-diagonal components of the NKM Hamiltonian spec-
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FIG. 2: a) Topological tidal surface states of the non-Hermitian
nodal Hopf-link, with analytic expression given by Eq. 7. b) Imaginary gap (log |z|) bands in the k1 -k3 surface BZ corresponding to
a ê2 surface termination, showing trenches (tidal boundaries) that
exactly demarcate the analytically obtained tidal region of a). c)
Imaginary gap (log |z|) band structure plot across the ê2 surface
BZ of a non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM (Eq. 2) with (p, q)=(2, 3),
illustrating topological (tidal) region boundaries as intersections
(trenches) between its 4-th(yellow) and 5-th(brown) bands. The
PBC gap closes along band intersections (dashed blue beaches)
with the cyan “sea level” surface log |z|=1. d) Upper Panel: The
ra +rb =4 highest ai (kk ) (blue) and bi (kk ) (red) log |z| bands along
an illustrtive kk =(k1 , k3 =0.2) line. Case 3-type intersections between the 4-th and 5-th bands mark tidal phase boundaries in
the Lower Panel, with blue(red) regions corresponding to the 4-th
band being ai (bi ), shaded (lightly)brightly according to whether
the topological criterion Eq. 6 is (not)satisfied.

ified by Eqs. 1 to 3, which are are most conveniently
parametrized by (with z=eik⊥ ):

a(z; kk )=hx (k) − ihy (k)=ãz ra −pa

pa
Y

(z − ai )

i

b(z; kk )=hx (k) + ihy (k)= b̃z rb −pb

pb
Y

(z − bi ),

(4)

i

where ra , rb , pa , pb are integer exponents and ã, b̃, ai , bi
are functions of kk . Since kk coordinates are just spectators in taking the OBCs, they can be regarded as parameters indexing a collection of 1D OBC chains along n̂.
Most generically, surface topological modes exist at kk
where there exists a contour |z|=R such that the wind-

k ,R

such that Γa k

k ,R

Γb k <0.

(6)

As these conditions are not the same as that for Hermitian PH symmetric topological modes, we expect the
NKM topological regions to be different from the drumhead regions of Hermitian nodal metals. We shall call
them “tidal regions”, since we will see that they can be intuitively understood via “tidal effects” in a marine landscape analogy. As the underlying arguments are rather
intricate, we shall first elaborate on the simplest example
of the nodal Hopf link, and then show how that motivates
such a graphical interpretation.
We first demonstrate how to obtain the topological
(tidal) region for the simplest non-Hermitian NKM, the
Hopf link. From Eq. 2, a nodal Hopf link can be defined by h = (2z, 2w, 0), so that for a surface normal to
n̂ = ê2 , kk = (k1 , k3 ). We have a(z; kk ) = 2i z −1 − t+
and b(z; kk ) = 2i (z − t− ), which is just the non-reciprocal
SSH model [31, 32, 59] with dissimilar intra/inter-unit
cell hopping ratios t± = m ± sin k1 − cos k1 − e−ik3 . Using Eqs. 4 to 6 (with pa = pb = 1 and ra = 1, rb = 0), we
k ,R
kk ,R
obtain Γa k = −θ(t−1
= θ(R − t− ), such
+ − R) and Γb
that the topological region (yellow in Fig. 1) is given by
the set of (k1 , k3 ) satisfying [55]
|t+ t− | =

Y
±


(m±sin k1 −cos k1 −cos k3 )2 +sin2 k3 < 1.

(7)
This region, as illustrated in Fig. 2a, is qualitatively different from the usual Hermitian drumhead states, which
are “shadows” of the Hopf loops |t+ | = 1 and |t− | = 1
(blue dashed outlines in Fig. 1) on the OBC surface.
While the shape of this topological region can be analytically derived and written down (Eq. 7) for this simplest Hopf link example, more insight can be obtained
from the imaginary gap [60–62] band structure, which is
the solution set of z = eik⊥ that closes the gap, i.e. values
of z (bands) that solves Det H(z; kk ) = 0 for each kk .
The imaginary gap solutions of the Hopf link model is
shown in Fig. 2b. Notice that its surfaces intersect precisely along the boundary of the region with topological
surface states (Fig. 2a)! This is a result of the equivalence between Eqs. 5 - 6 and the surrogate Hamiltonian
formalism [63]. Indeed, when the imaginary gap solutions intersect, the skin mode solutions also experience
gap closure, thereby allowing for topological transitions.
For generic NKMs, however, there exist pa +pb imaginary gap solutions, and a more sophisticated graphical
treatment is necessary. This is why while biorthogonal
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arguments from Ref. 64 can produce similar results in the
Hopf link example, they will be inconclusive in generic
nodal systems where pa , pb > 1, such that multiple roots
exist for a(z, kk ) and b(z, kk ). For instance, the Trefoil NKM has 8 imaginary gap solutions, and it is the
intersection between the 4th (yellow) and 5th (brown)
imaginary gap solutions (bands) (Fig. 2c) that demarcates the ê2 surface state boundaries (Fig. 1 and 3). In
this picture, the (cyan) sea level at log |z| = 0 keeps track
of Bloch states with real k⊥ = −i log z, with the intersections (blue dashed “beaches”) of the sea level with the
bands giving rather unremarkable surface projections of
the bulk NLs. In particular, the true shapes of the “islands” are given by their base boundaries i.e. intersection
trenches exposed at low tide (tidal boundaries). This perspective suggests that it is the log |z| band intersections
that are of decisive significance. Physically, this is indeed plausible: non-reciprocal similarity transforms can
rescale[32, 65] z = eik⊥ , leading to “tides” or fluctuations
of the sea level, but doing so will not affect the OBC spectrum which should be invariant under such basis transforms [31]. As such, we call the topological surface states
of non-Hermitian NKMs “tidal” states, in analogy to the
well-known “drumhead” states that stretch across what
we call the “beaches”. Our formalism also trivially holds
for Hermitian systems, in which the intersection trenches
(tidal boundaries) are pinned to log |z| = 0, and hence coincide with the beaches.
To justify our marine analogy and explain how to
choose the bands involved, we re-examine Criterion 6 in
terms of the roots z = ai (kk ), bi (kk ). It says (kk suppressed for brevity) that [31] a topological state exists at
a given kk if the determinant
set, i.e. set of the largest
S
ra +rb elements of {ai } {bi }, does not contain ra elements from {ai } and rb elements from {bi }. This implies
the crucial
S role of zra +rb (kk ), the ra +rb -th largest root
in {ai } {bi }, which gives the ra +rb -th highest log |z|
band.Consider a Trefoil knot NKM ((p, q) = (2, 3)) with
a n̂ = k̂2 surface termination. Suppose that zra +rb ∈ {ai }
and the topological criterion is not satisfied, i.e., we
be located within the blue band/light blue region of
Fig. 2b upper/bottom panel. In this case, there are ra (rb )
blue(red) bands in the determinant set. As kk varies, one
of the following can happen to the zra +rb band (colored
blue): (i) it intersects with another band in the determinant set; (ii) it intersects with another blue (ai ) band
outside the determinant set, or (iii) it intersects with a
red (bi ) band outside the determinant set. Only for (iii)
can one transit into the topological region, where the
determinant set no longer consists of ra (rb ) blue (red)
bands, as delineated by the interfaces between the light
and dark colored regions in Fig. 2c bottom panel. Since
the determinant set of the Trefoil knot [55] consists of
the highest ra +rb = 4 bands, the 4th (yellow) and 5th
(brown) band in Fig. 2 uniquely determine its topological modes. In more complicated NKMs where (ii) shows

k3
v = -1/2
v=0
k1

v=0

v = 1/2

v = 1/2
v=0

k1

FIG. 3: Top) 3D Plot of complex OBC (blue) and PBC (red) spectra against k1 for the (p, q) = (3, 2), γ = 0 Trefoil NKM with n̂ = ê2
surface. As elaborated in the cross section insets at k1 = 0.2, 1 and
2.2, PBC states form red tubes enclosing the two blue OBC skin
state branches, which can only meet and eliminate the topological modes (black) when the vorticity v = 1/2. Hence tidal region
(yellow in Bottom Right) boundaries must lie in v = 1/2 regions,
which experience a net anticlockwise winding of u (arrows). The
3D PBC spectral plot is a segment of a Riemann surface (Bottom
Left) obtained by closing the k1 loop, with each pair of pants a
vorticity transition.

up, care must be taken in distinguishing the blue/redtype bands (Fig. 2d) in the marine landscape of Fig. 2c.
While the above arguments for mapping out the topological tidal region may seem complicated, the alternative
approach of manually keeping track of all the possible
topological and non-topological skin gap closures of a 3D
system is arguably more cumbersome.
Relation to vorticity and skin states

We next highlight a special bulk-boundary correspondence between the OBC tidal region shape, which is subject to the skin effect along a specified boundary, and
the conditions for their existence, which surprising turns
out to be a bulk property. Recall that the tidal regions
are purely determined by the imaginary gap band intersections (trenches in Fig. 2a,c). However, the existence of these intersections is constrained by the PBC
bulk NL projections (dashed blue “beaches” in Fig. 2c).
This is because imaginary gap bands intersect when the
OBC skin gap closes [55]. As shown in the top spectral
inset plots of Fig. 3, however, skin states (blue) generically accumulate in the interior of the PBC spectral loops
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Tidal Islands layer

FIG. 4: Tidal islands from the Seifert surface of the dual NKM.
Left) Dual Trefoil NKM from previous figures with a NL reversed
(cf. Fig. 3), such that each crossing has a reversed director u(k).
Middle) Dual Seifert surface is constructed by promoting each
crossing into a twist that connects regions bounded by the dual
NL. Right) Resultant Seifert surface with a layer of islands isomorphic to the original tidal islands of vanishing vorticity.

(red) [31]. As such, skin gap closures can occur only
when the skin states are contained within a single PBC
loop. This is just the condition of half-integer vorticity v(kk ) = (Γa (1)+Γb (1))/(4π), which implies a branch
cut in the energy Riemann surface [66]. In terms of the
bulk NLs, the vorticity at a point is half the number of
times it is encircled anti-clockwise by the NL director
u(k) = ∇k a(k)×∇k b(k) along the surface-projected NL
(Fig. 3). Nontrivial vorticity does not obligate the skin
states to intersect and further modify the determinant
set makeup; whether this occurs depends on the log |z|
band crossing intricacies (Fig. 2b).
The vorticity argument laid out above can be visualized along any chosen path in the surface BZ (3D plot
in Fig. 3), where the PBC loci (red surface) becomes a
Cobordism of one or more conjoined tube/s along the
path, flanked by an interior skeleton (blue surface) of
skin states. Within the tidal region (yellow), topological
modes also exist as additional isolated strands (black).
The tubes of a closed path will be joined at their ends,
forming a Riemann surface (red) indicative of the vorticity structure. For the 2-band model we studied, there
are at most two parallel tubes (PBC bands). In generic
multi-band cases, far more interesting Riemann surfaces
can be obtained, where each “pair of pants” in its decomposition corresponds to a vorticity transition. Equivalently, the tidal boundaries, being log |z| band crossings, can also be viewed as trajectories of the surface
projected NL crossings under complex analytic continuation k⊥ → k⊥ −i log z. As such, from non-Hermitian tidal
regions, we gain access to the band structure in the complex momentum domain, and not just the real domain as
from Hermitian drumhead regions.

Tidal states and their dual Seifert surfaces

We highlight another interesting link between the topological configuration of the tidal regions and the Seifert
surface of its dual NKM. As a surface bounding a knot, a
Seifert surface contains various useful information about
the knot topology i.e. the Alexander knot invariant
polynomial can be extracted from its homology genera-
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FIG. 5: Illustration of the various constituents of the Hopf link
NKM circuit. (a) Nearest neighbor (NN) hopping in the x direction, (c) NN hopping in the y direction, (d) NN hopping in the
z direction, (e) extra grounded (on-site) hopping to cancel the diagonal terms in the Laplacian. Non-reciprocal feedback for skin
(tidal) effects is implemented via (b) a differential amplifier and (f)
a negative resistor.

tors [52, 54, 67]. As an extended object, it can be experimentally detected more easily than the nodal structure
itself too [54].
To proceed, recall that the vorticity determines the
topology of the tidal region shape, and is deeply related
with topological invariants of the nodal knot. As previously explained, tidal boundaries cannot penetrate regions of zero vorticity. The tidal regions are hence topologically constrained to contain islands of vanishing vorticity. To endow these islands with further topological
significance, we appropriately reverse the directors u(k)
of certain NLs such that each crossing in the knot diagram has a reversed director (compare Figs. 3 Bottom
Right and Fig. 4 Left). This defines a “dual” NKM which
bounds a Seifert surface [52] that, strikingly, exhibits
a layer structure resembling our tidal islands (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 is a sample construction of the dual ê2 Seifert surface of the beforementioned Trefoil NKM, from which the
islands of zero vorticities metamorphosize into two disconnected Seifert surface regions isomorphic to the original tidal islands. Intricate relations exist between these
islands and NKM topology. For NKMs embedded in R3 ,
the surface projection of a dual NKM with C crossings,
L NLs and X disconnected tidal regions yields a genus
G = (1+C −X −L)/2 dual Seifert surface with 2G+L−1
homology generators [52]. Distinct from the Fermi surface realizations discussed in Ref. 39, our dual Seifert
surfaces also contains topological information through
the linking matrix S of its homology generators [52].
Specifically, knot invariants such as the Alexander polynomial and the knot signature are respectively given by
A(t) = t−G Det(S −tS T ) and Sig(S +S T ).

6
Discussion

Non-Hermitian nodal knot metals (NKMs) reach far
beyond their Hermitian counterparts in terms of conceptual significance and even potentially allow for more practical realizations. Equipped with a generalized recipe for
constructing non-Hermitian NKMs with unprecedentedly
short-ranged hoppings, we reveal the algebraic, geometric, and topological aspects of their topological surface
states via a marine analogy formalism, where “tidal” intersection boundaries beneath the log |z| = 0 Bloch sea
are identified as pivotal in defining topological phase
boundaries. While the tidal region geometry depends
on algebraic quantities such as the imaginary gap crossings, its topology depends, via complex band vorticity,
on not just knot topology, but also orientation. A dual
Seifert surface interpretation uncovers this new link between knot topology and the tidal islands, thereby helping to bridge the seeming conceptual disconnect between
band structure and eigenstate topology.
The NKMs discussed in this work can be straightforwardly realized in electrical circuit Laplacian bandstructures. Instead of the Hamiltonian, it is the Laplacian J
that determines the steady state behavior of a circuit via
I = JV, where I and V are the input currents and potentials at all the nodes. Since the circuit engineering of
desired Laplacian is a mature topic [48, 49, 68, 69] with
Hermitian nodal drumhead states even experimentally
measured [46, 70, 71], we shall relegate its details to the
Supplement [55]. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the key point
is that positive, negative and non-reciprocal couplings
can be simulated with appropriate combinations of RLC
components and operation amplifiers (op-amps), which
introduces non-reciprocal feedback needed for the (tidal)
skin effect. Upon setting up the circuit, its Laplacian
and bandstructure can be reconstructed through systematic impedance and voltage measurements between each
node and the ground [69]. In particular, topological zero
modes reveal themselves through divergent impedances
known as topolectrical resonances, thus allowing tidal regions to be mapped out as parameter regions of very large
impedances [55].
Acknowledgements.– RT is supported by the excellence
initiative DFG-EXC 2147/1 ct.qmat and the special research unit DFG-SFB 1170 tocotronics (project B04).
GL is partially funded by Yat-Sen School, Sun Yat-Sen
University.
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Methods and Supplementary Materials
I. Construction of non-Hermitian nodal knot metals (NKMs)

We look at 2-component models of the form
H(k) = hx (k)σx +hy (k)σy +hz (k)σz = h(k)·σ,

(8)

where k ∈ T3 and σx,y,z are the Pauli matrices. The gap in such a minimal model is proportional to
f (k) = hx (k)2 +hy (k)2 +hz (k)2 .

(9)

Hence the engineering of h(k) for realizing certain desired non-Hermitian nodal knots or links is broken down into
two tasks: (i) finding the appropriate f (k) that vanishes along the desired knot/link trajectory and (ii) choosing h(k)
components that approximately but adequately satisfies Eq. 9.
Knots from braids

To obtain a possible form for f (k), we first review how the Hermitian case has been handled. In one intuitive
approach, the knot/link is first defined as a braid closure, which is then “curled” up in the 3D BZ . Consider a braid
with N strands taking complex position coordinates µ1 (t), µ2 (t), ..., µN (t), where t is the “time” parametrizing the
braiding processes. Since the ends of the strands are joined to form the knot/link, we compactify t → eit and introduce
a braiding function
f¯(µ, eit ) =

N
Y

(µ−µj (t))

(10)

j

such that f¯(µ, eit ) = 0 is precisely satisfied along the braids. To appropriately ”curl” up the braid into the 3D BZ,
we next analytically continue f¯(µ, eit ) into f (µ(k), w(k)), where µ = µ(k) and w = w(k) are two complex functions
of the momentum k in the BZ. The kernel of f (µ(k), w(k)) = 0 then gives the knot/link in the BZ, which can be
implemented as a nodal structure. Inspired by the stereographic projection, we shall choose µ(k), w(k) to be its
regularized form [24]:
µ(k) = sin k3 +i(cos k1 +cos k2 +cos k3 −m),
w(k) = sin k1 +i sin k2 ,
1.5 < m < 2.5,

(11)

which faithfully maps the braid closures into the 3D BZ, as attested by its winding number[22] from T3 to C2 . The
value of m is chosen such that it does not introduce any extraneous nodal structures in the BZ. By considering their
braids, it can be shown that f (µ(k), w(k)) = z(k)p +w(k)q for generic (p, q)-torus knots.
As a simplest illustration, consider the Hopf link NKM, which is formed by closing N = 2 strands parametrized by
µj (s) = i(−1)j eis . Its braiding function is f¯(µ, eis ) = (µ−ieis )(µ+ieis ), which yields f (µ, w) = µ2 +w2 = 0 along the
link. Since µ(k), w(k) are complex (Eq. 11), they can only directly enter the components of h(k) in the non-Hermitian
case. As such, a possible realization for the non-Hermitian Hopf link is h(k) = (µ(k), w(k), 0), which contains only
nearest-neighbor hoppings. But contrast, the Hermitian case requires a more complicated h(k) that contains Re f
and Im f , which also includes next-nearest-neighbor hoppings (2nd Fourier coefficients in k).
By Fourier expanding H(k) of the non-Hermitian Hopf link, we obtain its real-space hopping coefficients illustrated
in Fig. 1a of the main text. Specifically, in the k3 = 0 plane,
1
1
non-Herm
H12
(k) = −i+ (1+i)e−ik1 − (1−i)eik1 +ie−ik2
2
2
1
1
ik1
non-Herm
H21
(k) = −i+ (1+i)e − (1−i)e−ik1 +ieik2
2
2
non-Herm
non-Herm
H11
(k) = H22
(k) = 0,

(12)
(13)
(14)

which gives for instance a hopping of −i between the two sites of the same sublattice, and a complex hoppings of
± 1±i
2 between different sublattice sites of adjacent unit cells separated by ê1 . These nearest-neighbor hoppings are
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to be contrasted with further next-nearest-neighbor hoppings of the corresponding Hermitian Hopf Hamiltonian with
hx = Re(z 2 +w2 ), hy = Im(z 2 +w2 ) and hz = 0. In the k3 = 0 plane, we have
1
Herm
H12
= [−4+2(e−ik1 +eik1 +e−ik2 +eik2 )−(e−2ik1 +e2ik1 )
2
−(1+i)(e−i(k1 −k2 ) +ei(k1 −k2 ) )−(1−i)(e−i(k1 +k2 ) +ei(k1 +k2 ) )]
Herm
∗Herm
H21
= H12
Herm
Herm
H11
= H22
=0

(15)
(16)

which is also illustrated in Fig. 1a of the main text.
Explicit ansatz for (p, q)-torus knots

We now derive Eq. 5 of the main text, which a rather generic ansatz for torus knots:

p = 2i, q = 2j
 (2µi , 2wj , 0),
p = 2i, q = 2j +1
h = (2µi , wj +wj+1 , γ),
 i
(µ +µi+1 , wj +wj+1 , γ), p = 2i+1, q = 2j +1,

(17)

For p = 2i, q = 2j, it is obvious that f = 4(µp +wq ) vanishes exactly at where we wanted. The situation is more tricky
when either p or q is odd. Suppose q = 2j +1 is odd, in this case, we cannot simply take the square root of w2j+1 ,
since that will contain non-integer powers of the trigonometric functions of k components. In our ansatz, we replace
2w(2j+1)/2 by wj +wj+1 , which amounts to replacing the geometric mean of wj and wj+1 with their arithmetic mean,
and also add a hz = γ component. To understand the role of γ, suppose for a moment that it is omitted. Doing so, we
have an unwanted degeneracy (f = 0) at k = (−π/2, 0, 0) for m = 2, which corresponds to w = −1 and µ = i(2−m) = 0.
To lift this degeneracy, we either perturb m away from 2, or is forced to introduce a nonzero γ. It turns out that the
latter option gives us more consistent control over a large number of possible p and q. For the Trefoil (p = 2, q = 3)
knot for instance, a real γ breaks the degeneracy and gives a Hopf link, while an imaginary γ gives the desired Trefoil
knot.
In Hermitian NKMs, h(k) is real, and Eq. 10 can only be satisfied by letting its nonzero components be Re f or Im f .
A key simplification occurs, however, for non-Hermitian NKMs where h(k), being complex, can actually take simpler
forms. This insight does not emerge if one intends to obtain non-Hermitian knots/links just by perturbing known
Hermitian nodal structures [28, 29, 39]. For illustration, the simplest non-Hermitian Hopf-link NKM ((p, q) = (2, 2))
can be generated with h(k) = (µ(k), w(k), 0), with |h(k)| the square root of h(k) = (Re f, Im f, 0), f = µ(k)2 +w(k)2 .
The Hermitian Hopf NKM thus necessitates twice the coupling range in comparison to its non-Hermitian analog.
II. Tidal regions and their relation to vorticity

Below, we show the surface state plots of various torus knots, some with more than one type of surface termination.
The topological (tidal) surface state regions (translucent red) are superimposed onto the vorticity regions (green
and cyan), clearly demonstrating that tidal boundaries are totally contained within regions of nonzero vorticity, a
necessary condition for the gap closure of the skin states. As discussed in the main text, the collorary is that the tidal
state islands must therefore surround islands of zero vorticity (uncolored), which will be evident below.
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FIG. 6: tidal regions (translucent red) superimposed onto regions of different vorticities v = 1, 12 , − 21 and −1, colored dark green, green,
cyan and dark cyan respectively. The displayed NKMs with their surface termination normalsare: a) ê2 Hopf-link (p = q = 2), b) ê1 Trefoil
(p = 2, q = 3), c) ê2 Trefoil, d) ê1 2-5 knot (p = 2, q = 5), e) ê1 3-link (p = 3, q = 3) and f) ê2 3-link. In all cases, the tidal islands surround a
region of zero vorticity (white). In d), this white region is very tiny, lying at the intersection of ± 12 vorticity regions. Note that boundaries
between vorticities of the same sign are ignored, since the skin states can intersect as long as the vorticity does not change sign at a v = 0
point.

III. Tidal states and complex spectral properties of the NKMs

Here we provide an even more detailed analysis of the complex spectral properties i.e. imaginary gap and vorticity
of the two models most featured in the main text, namely the Hopf-link and Trefoil NKMs.

Hopf-Link NKM

To complement Fig. 2 of the main text, we analyze the tidal region of the a model even simpler than the nonHermitian Trefoil - the non-Hermitian Hopf-link. In Figs. 2a,b of the main text, the analytically derived topological
tidal region from Eq. 9 of the main text (a) agrees exactly with the trenches (band intersections) in the imaginary
band structure plot (b), which define a tidal island. Note that other auxiliary peaks within the island, which possibly
connect with other bands, play no role in topology.
As a further elaboration of the marine landscape analogy, consider the PBC scenario governed by Bloch states
represented by the β = log |z| = 0 sea level. As the boundary couplings are gradually switched off, a spectral flow
ensues [31], corresponding to a shift in the tidal (sea) level. The spectral flow stops at the trenches, which demarcate
the “actual tidal” boundary of the topological region.
This spectral flow is laid out in detail in the figures that follow, which feature the spectra at various representative
surface momenta for each of the three possible surface terminations. Since hz (k) = 0 for all k, topological boundary
modes, if any, reside at the origin. Note that, due to limitations of numerical converges, the numerical OBC (black)
spectra sometimes do not converge onto lines, even though they rigorously should in the OBC limit of exactly zero
boundary hoppings. This illustrates that, under the skin effect, even infinitesimally small noise can significantly affect
the spectrum.
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FIG. 7: Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Hopf NKM with ê1 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves denote the spectral flow
between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level curves of constant log |z|.
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FIG. 8: Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Hopf NKM with ê2 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves denote the spectral flow
between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level curves of constant log |z|.
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FIG. 9: Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Hopf NKM with ê3 surface termination. Black circles represent the skin boundary states
obtained at maximal numerical convergence; note the lack of well-defined curves of skin states.
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Trefoil NKM

Here we provide further details of the complex analytic properties of our non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM model.

Compared to the Hopf-link, the Trefoil NKM has a much richer complex gap band structure, with 8 solutions
(bands). As explained in the main text, only the intersection between the 4th and the 5th bands are of topological
significance. Even so, there exist subtleties on the types of intersections that are actually significant. As explained in
the main text, and present for the full surface BZs below, topological boundaries correspond only to the boundaries
between the light and dark colored region in the plots of Fig. 10 below. The other intersections, i.e. between light
red and blue regions, also correspond to trenches, but not the tidal trenches of topological significance.

Also presented in the following figures are the spectral flow plots, which are somewhat more intricate than those of
the non-Hermitian Hopf model. Since hz (k) = iγ with γ set to unity, topological boundary modes, if any, occur at ±i.
Like in the Hopf-link case, limitations of numerical tolerance give rise to infinitesimally small noise in the boundary
hoppings, which cause some OBC spectra (black) not to converge fully onto curves or straight lines.

FIG. 10: Plots of the 4-th and 5-th log |z| bands like in Fig. 2b of the main text, for the non-Hermitian Trefoil knot NKM with a) ê1 and
b) ê2 surface terminations.
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FIG. 11: Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM with ê1 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves denote the spectral flow
between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level curves of constant log |z|.
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FIG. 12: Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM with ê2 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves denote the spectral flow
between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level curves of constant log |z|.
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FIG. 13: Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM with ê3 surface termination. Like for the Hopf case, black loops represent
the skin boundary states obtained at maximal numerical convergence.

Details of circuit realizations of non-Hermitian Hopf and Trefoil knot nodal circuits

Here, we provide explicit details of the construction of circuit Laplacians J with NKM bandstructures. We use
circuits with 2 sites per unit cells, in other to form two band models J = Jαβ , α, β = 1, 2.
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FIG. 14: (a) Differential amplifier and (b) negative resistor as active non-Hermitian elements.

Hopf-link with p = 2 and q = 2

From Eqs. 1-3 of the main text with the Hamiltonian replaced by J, we have for the Non-Hermitian Hopf Hamiltonian
dx = d1x +i d2x = z, dy = d1y +i d2y = w and dz = d1z +i d2z = 0,
1
1
J11 = 0, J12 = z−i w = −2i+ (i+1)e−ik1 + (i−1)eik1 +ie−ik2 +ie−ik3 ;
2
2
1
1
J21 = z+i w = −2i+ (i+1)eik1 + (i−1)e−ik1 +ieik2 +ie−ik3 , J22 = 0.
2
2

(18)

Because we only have off-diagonal terms J12 and J21 , these two terms should have the form
Joff = −(

X

iωCi +

i

X
k

X 1
X
X 1
X 1
1
+
) = −iω(
−i
).
Ci −
2
iωLk
Rj
ω Lk
ωRj
j
i
j

(19)

k

Here the challenge we are facing is that we only have real positive(capacitors), real negative(inductors) and imaginary
negative(resistors) terms. However, in J12 and J21 , there are imaginary positive terms. This challenge still persists
even we take i or −i out of the total Hamiltonian. There are two possible ways out: (i) Modify the Hamiltonian
such that it contains no imaginary positive terms or equivalent forms, (ii) Try to construct imaginary positive terms
through active circuit elements.

Imaginary positive terms using differential amplifier

First we introduce differential amplifier(Fig. 14a), the current I1 , I2 and I3 flows from input V1 , V2 and V3 .
V1 −I1 R1 = V2 −I2 R1 , Vs +I1 R2 = I2 R2 , I3 =
⇒ I3 =

1
R2
R2
V3 −
V2 +
V1
R3
R1 R3
R 1 R3

1
(V3 −Vs )
R3

(20)
(21)

If we connect V2 to the ground, and R1 = R2 , we will have I3 = R13 (V3 +V1 ). If we consider V1 as input and V3 as
1
), which is an imaginary positive term added to Eq.(19).
output, we will have a positive term R13 = −iω(i ωR
3
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Non-Hermitian Hopf-link circuits

We can write down the Laplacian of the Hopf link, whose circuit constituents are illustrated in Fig. 5 of the main
text:
2
1
1
2
+
+
+
,
iωL1 iωL2 R1 R2
1 ik1 1 −ik1
1 −ik1
1 −ik2
1 −ik3
1 ik1
e −
e +
e
e
e
e
−
−
−
J12 = −iωC1 −
R1
iωL1
R2
iωL1
iωL2
iωL2

4
i
1
i
1
4
4
4
1
) e−ik1 +(
) e−ik1 +( 2
) eik1 −(
) eik1
= ωC1 −2i+( 2
2
ω C 1 L1 2
ωC1 R2 2
ω C1 L1 2
ωC1 R1 2

2
2
+( 2
)ie−ik2 +( 2
)ie−ik3 .
ω C1 L2
ω C1 L2
1 −ik1
1 −ik1 1 ik1
1 ik1
1 ik2
1 −ik3
J12 = −iωC1 −
e
e
e −
e −
e −
e
−
+
R1
iωL1
R2
iωL1
iωL2
iωL2

i
1
i
1
1
4
4
4
4
) eik1 +(
) eik1 +( 2
) e−ik1 −(
) e−ik1
= ωC1 −2i+( 2
2
ω C 1 L1 2
ωC1 R2 2
ω C1 L1 2
ωC1 R1 2

2
2
)ieik2 +( 2
)ie−ik3 .
+( 2
ω C1 L2
ω C1 L2
J11 = J22 = iωC1 +

(22)

(23)

(24)

As we can see, if we want to simulate Eq.(18) using circuits, we’d better have the following configurations of these
elements,
ω 2 C1 L1 = 4, ωC1 R1 = ωC1 R2 = 4, ωC1 L2 = 2,

(25)

which means that
J11 = J22 =

iωC1
(−i−1).
2

(26)

To cancel this term, we need to connect every red and blue point with a capacitor C2 = C1 /2 and a negative resistance
R3 as shown by Fig. 14b. The negative resistance gives
I1 =

V1 −Vs
, Vs = 2V1 ⇒ I1 = −V1 /R3 , ωC1 R3 = 2.
R3

(27)

Trefoil with p = 2 and q = 3

Quite like Non-Hermitian Hopf-link circuits, Non-hermitian trefoil knot circuits can also be constructed using
capacitors, inductors, resistors, differential amplifier and negative resistors. First of all, we write down the model
proposed in the main text:
1
J11 = −J22 = i,
2
i 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i 1 −ik1
+( − )eik1 + ie−2ik1 + ie2ik1 − e−ik1 −ik2 − eik1 +ik2 + eik1 −ik2 + e−ik1 +ik2
J12 = −2i+( + )e
2 4
2 4
8
8
4
4
4
4
3 −ik2 1 ik2 1 −2ik2 1 2ik2
−ik3
+ ie − ie
− ie
+ie
,
+ ie
4
4
8
8
i 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i 1
J21 = −2i+( + )eik1 +( − )e−ik1 − ie−2ik1 − ie2ik1 + e−ik1 −ik2 + eik1 +ik2 − eik1 −ik2 − e−ik1 +ik2
2 4
2 4
8
8
4
4
4
4
3 ik2 1 −ik2 1 −2ik2 1 2ik2
−ik3
+ ie + ie
+ ie
+ ie
+ie
.
4
4
8
8
According to Fig. 15, we can write down its Laplacian,

(28)

(29)

(30)
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FIG. 15: Non-Hermitian Trefoil circuit constituents with (a) on-site hopping and nearest neighbour(NN) hopping in the x direction,
(b) nearest nearest neighbour(NNN) hopping in the x direction, (c) nearest neighbour(NN) hopping in the y direction, (d) nearest
neighbour(NN) hopping in the z direction, (e) nearest nearest neighbour(NNN) hopping in the y direction and (f) diagonal hopping in the
x−y plane.

1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
+
+
+
+
+
+
+2iωC3 +
+
,
(31)
R1 R2 iωL1 iωL2 iωL3 iωL4 iωL6
R 3 R4
1 ik1 1 −ik1
1
1 ik2
1 −ik3
1
1 −ik2
J12 = −iωC1 −
e +
e
(e−ik1 +eik1 )−
(e−2ik1 +e2ik1 )−
e
e −
e
−
−
R1
R2
iωL1
iωL2
iωL3
iωL4
iωL6
1 −ik1 −ik2 ik1 +ik2
1 −ik1 +ik2 ik1 −ik2
(e
(e
+e
+e
)−
),
(32)
−iωC3 (e−2ik2 +e2ik2 )+
R4
R3
1 −ik1 1 ik1
1
1 −ik2
1 −ik3
1 ik2
J21 = −iωC1 −
e
e −
(e−ik1 +eik1 )−iωC2 (e−2ik1 +e2ik1 )−
e −
e
e
+
−
R1
R2
iωL1
iωL3
iωL4
iωL6
1 −ik1 +ik2 ik1 −ik2
1 −ik1 −ik2 ik1 +ik2
1
(e−2ik2 +e2ik2 )−
(e
(e
+e
+e
)+
),
(33)
−
iωL5
R3
R4
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
J22 = iωC1 +
+
+
+2iωC2 +
+
+
+
+
+
.
(34)
R1 R2 iωL1
iωL3 iωL4 iωL6 iωL5 R3 R4
J11 = iωC1 +

Comparing these two Hamiltonians from toy model and circuits, we can find
ωC1 R1 = ωC1 R2 = ωC1 R3 = ωC1 R4 = 8, ω 2 C1 L1 = 4, ω 2 C1 L2 = ω 2 C1 L5 = 16,
8
1
ω 2 C1 L3 = , ω 2 C1 L4 = 8, C2 = C3 = C1 , ω 2 C1 L6 = 2.
3
16

(35)

which means that
3
1
(36)
J11 = J22 = ωC1 ( −i).
2
2
From this, we should connect every red and blue point with a capacitor C4 = (C1 +1/ω)/2 and a negative resistor
4
R5 = 3ωC
.
1
Topolectrical Resonance for mapping of topological zero modes

As is well-known [49], the presence of a zero eigenvalue in the Laplacian causes divergent impedances, as is seen
through V = J −1 I. This extreme sensitivity of V with I, limited above by parasitic and contact resistances, is known

20

FIG. 16: Region of divergent node-averaged impedance (red) in the parameter space of a simulated Hopf circuit, which agrees very well
with the tidal region of the Hopf link NKM. The cyan and green regions are the surface projections of the bulk nodal structure (conventional
drumhead regions), which are totally different from the tidal regions.

as topolectrical resonance. Fig. 16 shows the region of divergent resistance of the Hopf link circuit in parameter space,
averaged out over random pairs of nodes. Not surprisingly, the region of topolectrical resonance agrees excellently
with the theoretically predicted tidal region.
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Figures

Figure 1
Comparison of the Hopf link (p=q=2) and Trefoil knot (p=2; q=3) NKMs with m=2. The tight-binding
implementa- tion [55] shows the enhanced short-rangedness of the non-Hermitian vs. the Hermitian
model. The surface state projections highlight the dierence between the usual \drumhead" regions
demarcated by the surface projections (blue dashed curves) of the bulk nodal lines (red) for the Hermitian
case vs. the non-Hermitian topological \tidal" states (yellow).

Figure 2
a) Topological tidal surface states of the non-Hermitian nodal Hopf-link, with analytic expression given by
Eq. 7. b) Imag- inary gap (log jzj) bands in the k1-k3 surface BZ corresponding to a ^e2 surface
termination, showing trenches (tidal boundaries) that exactly demarcate the analytically obtained tidal
region of a). c) Imaginary gap (log jzj) band structure plot across the ^e2 surface BZ of a non-Hermitian
Trefoil NKM (Eq. 2) with (p; q)=(2; 3), illustrating topological (tidal) region boundaries as intersections
(trenches) between its 4-th(yellow) and 5-th(brown) bands. The PBC gap closes along band intersections
(dashed blue beaches) with the cyan \sea level" surface log jzj=1. d) Upper Panel: The ra+rb=4 highest
ai(kk) (blue) and bi(kk) (red) log jzj bands along an illustrtive kk=(k1; k3=0:2) line. Case 3-type
intersections be- tween the 4-th and 5-th bands mark tidal phase boundaries in the Lower Panel, with
blue(red) regions corresponding to the 4-th band being ai(bi), shaded (lightly)brightly according to
whether the topological criterion Eq. 6 is (not)satised.

Figure 3
Top) 3D Plot of complex OBC (blue) and PBC (red) spec- tra against k1 for the (p; q)=(3; 2); =0 Trefoil
NKM with ^n= ^e2 surface. As elaborated in the cross section insets at k1 =0:2; 1 and 2:2, PBC states
form red tubes enclosing the two blue OBC skin state branches, which can only meet and eliminate the
topologi- cal modes (black) when the vorticity v =1=2. Hence tidal region (yellow in Bottom Right)
boundaries must lie in v =1=2 regions, which experience a net anticlockwise winding of u (arrows). The
3D PBC spectral plot is a segment of a Riemann surface (Bottom Left) obtained by closing the k1 loop,
with each pair of pants a vorticity transition.

Figure 4
Tidal islands from the Seifert surface of the dual NKM. Left) Dual Trefoil NKM from previous gures with a
NL reversed (cf. Fig. 3), such that each crossing has a reversed director u(k). Middle) Dual Seifert surface
is constructed by promoting each crossing into a twist that connects regions bounded by the dual NL.
Right) Resultant Seifert surface with a layer of islands isomor- phic to the original tidal islands of
vanishing vorticity.

Figure 5
llustration of the various constituents of the Hopf link NKM circuit. (a) Nearest neighbor (NN) hopping in
the x direc- tion, (c) NN hopping in the y direction, (d) NN hopping in the z direction, (e) extra grounded
(on-site) hopping to cancel the di- agonal terms in the Laplacian. Non-reciprocal feedback for skin (tidal)
eects is implemented via (b) a dierential amplier and (f) a negative resistor.

Figure 6
tidal regions (translucent red) superimposed onto regions of dierent vorticities v =1; 1 2 ;1 2 and 1,
colored dark green, green, cyan and dark cyan respectively. The displayed NKMs with their surface

termination normalsare: a) ^e2 Hopf-link (p=q =2), b) ^e1 Trefoil (p=2; q =3), c) ^e2 Trefoil, d) ^e1 2-5 knot
(p=2; q =5), e) ^e1 3-link (p=3; q =3) and f) ^e2 3-link. In all cases, the tidal islands surround a region of
zero vorticity (white). In d), this white region is very tiny, lying at the intersection of 1 2 vorticity regions.
Note that boundaries between vorticities of the same sign are ignored, since the skin states can intersect
as long as the vorticity does not change sign at a v =0 point.

Figure 7
Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Hopf NKM with ^e1 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves
denote the spectral ow between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level
curves of constant log [z].

Figure 8
Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Hopf NKM with ^e2 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves
denote the spectral ow between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level
curves of constant log [z].

Figure 9
Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Hopf NKM with ^e3 surface termination. Black circles represent the
skin boundary states obtained at maximal numerical convergence; note the lack of well-dened curves of
skin states.

Figure 10
Plots of the 4-th and 5-th log [z] bands like in Fig. 2b of the main text, for the non-Hermitian Trefoil knot
NKM with a) ^e1 and b) ^e2 surface terminations.

Figure 11
Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM with ^e1 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves
denote the spectral ow between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level
curves of constant log [z].

Figure 12
Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM with ^e2 surface termination. Blue-magenta curves
denote the spectral ow between the PBC (red) and OBC (black) spectra. Background contours denote level
curves of constant log [z].

Figure 13
Complex spectra of the non-Hermitian Trefoil NKM with ^e3 surface termination. Like for the Hopf case,
black loops represent the skin boundary states obtained at maximal numerical convergence.

Figure 14
(a) Differential amplier and (b) negative resistor as active non-Hermitian elements.

Figure 15
Non-Hermitian Trefoil circuit constituents with (a) on-site hopping and nearest neighbour(NN) hopping in
the x direction, (b) nearest nearest neighbour(NNN) hopping in the x direction, (c) nearest neighbour(NN)
hopping in the y direction, (d) nearest neighbour(NN) hopping in the z direction, (e) nearest nearest
neighbour(NNN) hopping in the y direction and (f) diagonal hopping in the x-y plane

Figure 16
Region of divergent node-averaged impedance (red) in the parameter space of a simulated Hopf circuit,
which agrees very well with the tidal region of the Hopf link NKM. The cyan and green regions are the
surface projections of the bulk nodal structure (conventional drumhead regions), which are totally
different from the tidal regions.

